How to Write “MASTERPIECE SENTENCES”

STEP 1:
- Write a basic sentence that has a subject and predicate.
- The girl shouted.

STEP 2:
- Add how, when, where and why to the predicate.
- The girl shouted horrifically outside at midnight when the ghost passed by.

STEP 3:
- Move parts of the sentence around to enhance creativeness.
- When the ghost passed by outside at midnight, the girl shouted horrifically.

STEP 4:
- Add which, what kind, and how many to the subject.
- When the ghost passed by outside at midnight, the lone, fragile girl with black hair shouted horrifically.

STEP 5:
- Detail your words! Be more specific with word choices.
- When the spirit floated by the garden in the black of the night, the lone, fragile youth with tangled hair shouted horrifically.

STEP 6:
- Check your sentence for spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and word usage. Proof your work!!!